Dear Members of the German Chapter,

On behalf of the German Chapter of InterPore, we would like to announce a new service which offers a chance to introduce your national or international collaborative projects dealing with porous media on the German Chapter Website. We believe that this initiative can serve as a platform to gain an overview of all those different research projects being pursued at or with German institutions that focus on technical, biological or geological porous media. We wish to highlight this diversity and facilitate the networking among members of the porous media community with German universities, companies and research centers. To put the thought of networking into the foreground we will list only collaborative projects for the time being, i.e. only projects that involve groups of several researchers from different institutions.

What does it look like? We have already listed three such projects on the German Chapter website and others are coming up. You can take a look here: https://www.interpore.org/national-chapter-germany/

If you would like to see your project listed on this website, please gather the following information

- Project title, short description, and a picture representing the project
- Link to the project website containing the participating institutions
- Category of porous media the project is dealing with (e.g. manufactured, geological, biological)

and send it to my coordinates:

Aqeel Afzal Chaudhry, M.Sc.,
Communication Officer
InterPore German Chapter
Aqeel.Chaudhry@ifgt.tu-freiberg.de

I hope to hear from you and your interesting projects soon!